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Abstract— In this world of advance technologies, about 20% 

of the population is suffering from different kinds of 

disabilities such as visual, physical, or hearing problems, An 

estimated 253 million people live with vision impairment 

approx. 36 million are blind and 217 million have moderate 

to severe vision impairment. It becomes very difficult and 

hectic for the blind people to some things such as using 

phone, make call, finding weather condition and reach to 

exact location and landmark without help for the surrounding 

environment and people. It is not possible for everyone to 

takeout time from their busy schedule to help these people. 

To overcome this problem, we have proposed a personal 

assistant android app which would use artificial intelligence 

and machine learning to assist and becomes eye of blind 

people with the rapid growth of wireless communications, the 

need for voice recognition techniques has increased greatly. 

Voice applications based on voice interfaces, voice 

recognition, and voice dialogue management can help users 

to be focused on their current work without extra effort for 

hands or eyes. The proposed system use voice commands to 

use various function of intelligent android application and 

also give output as voice. Android application uses different 

machine learning API and libraries and also include neural 

network and perform various functions like face detection, 

face recognition, object recognition, landmark recognition, 

weather report, navigation, making call and text messages 

using only voice command. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With advances in new technologies, mobile devices have 

grown in popularity to become one of the most common 

consumer devices. Cell phones are very important part of 

modern life. Many of us need to make a call or send a message 

at anytime from anywhere. 

An Overall 253 million people live with vision 

impairment: approx. 36 million are blind and 217 million 

have moderate to severe vision impairment mean these 

numbers are on the rise in the ageing populations of the India. 

So developing new solutions and technology that allow blind 

people to interact with world, in a way that lessens any of 

problems that can arise from being blind is becoming 

increasingly important. However visually blessed people 

cannot takeout time from there busy schedule every time to 

help blind people. So it is important to solve this problem and 

improve the quality of life for these visually impaired people. 

So, in this project, we artificial intelligence and 

modules of artificial intelligence such as machine learning 

and neural programming to learn behaviour of people and act 

as personal assistant for blind people .blind people use 

android app using voice command and result is given using 

Text-to-Speech technology. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In current world, visually impaired people have to either use 

the walking sticks to detect the obstacles and tackle them or 

ask for help from other people which is not always possible 

for them. 

In current situation there are few apps which provide 

functions like making call using voice command which is not 

enough nowadays 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This project mainly contains three parts: Android App, 

artificial intelligence, machine learning and firebase. When 

the command is given for object detection or face recognition 

by the person, the camera starts taking pictures of the 

surroundings and analyzes them and detects what exactly the 

picture is all about. Once the object is identified, the device 

will assist the person with voice commands about the 

scenario. 

If it is picture of human then use can ask for face 

recognition and facial expression recognition 

A. Android platform 

 
Fig. 1: Android Platform 

We are going to implement our app in android platform 

Android which is an open source, Linux-based operating 

system created for a wide array of devices and form factors. 

Android support various libraries and API that you 

may use in android app to provide various features of 

Android. Rather than building code to handle earlier versions 

of the platform, you can leverage these libraries to provide 

that compatibility layer and various function. In addition, the 

Support Libraries provide additional convenience classes and 

features not available in the standard Framework API for 

easier development and support across more devices. You can 

directly use external libraries through dependency in gradle 

built. 
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There are a few types of support libraries. Which provides 

backward compatibility classes for android app. Here is a 

more complete list of ways you can use the support libraries 

in your app: 

1) Backward Compatibility for newer APIs 

A large amount of the support libraries provides backward 

compatibility for newer framework classes and methods. 

2) Convenience & Helper Classes 

The support libraries provides a number of helper classes, 

particularly for user interface development Debugging and 

Utilities - There are a number of features that provide utility 

beyond code you incorporate into your app, including 

the support-annotations library for improved code lint checks 

on method inputs and Multiday support for configuring and 

distributing apps with over 65,536 methods. 

3) Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence is a field of computer science in which 

intelligent machines work like humans and respond quickly. 

Machines are able to think like humans if and only if machine 

have all relevant information related to the daily life of 

people. 

A typical Artificial intelligence understands its task 

environment and takes necessary actions according to it so 

that increase its chance of successfully achieving its 

goals. An Artificial intelligence goal function may be simple 

or complex. Goals can be explicitly defined, or can be 

obtained in real-time. If the Artificial intelligence is 

programmed for specific tasks, the goals can be easily 

achieved by rewarding some types of behavior and punishing 

others. Alternatively, a better system can induce goals by 

using various functions to mutate and preferentially replicate 

high-scoring AI systems. 

 
Fig. 2: Neural Network Used In Artificial Intelligence 

4) Machine Learing 

Machine learning is comes under umbrella of artificial 

intelligence it analyze statistical data which give computer 

systems the ability to learn which progressively improve 

performance by learning on statistical data and predict the 

next output with data, without being explicitly programmed 

 
Fig. 3: Machine Learning Features 

Machine learning is nothing but implementing very 

complex mathematical formulas which analyze given input 

set and which also focuses on prediction-making through the 

use of computers.ML is also used in data mining process, 

where the ML focuses on more relevant data. Thus this kind 

of .data analysis is known as unsupervised learning in 

Machine learning environment. 

Within the field of data analytics, machine learning 

is a method used to devise complex models and algorithms 

that lend themselves to prediction; in commercial use, this is 

known as predictive analytics. These machine learning 

models allow various researchers, data analytics, engineers, 

and analysts to "produce reliable, repeatable decisions and 

results" and uncover "hidden insights" through learning from 

historical relationships and trends in the data. 

B. Firebase 

Firebase is built on Google infrastructure and scales 

automatically, for even the largest apps. Firebase is tool or we 

can say service which provides a real-time database and 

backend as a service to user for free. Firebase enables 

android/IOS application developers to use various API and 

libraries that allows application data to be synchronized 

across clients and stored on Firebase's cloud as backend. 

Firebase enable to develop more advance appand 

perform functions such as analytics of app crash, testing, real-

time databases, messaging and crash reporting and so on .so 

without looking at backend simply focus on app. 

 
Fig. 4: Firebase Client Server Architecture 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITRAVE 

The architecture depicted the front end systems (Web 

browser/Mobile App), Middleware Orchestrator (REST API) 

and the Backend (Firebase Cloud API’s). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsupervised_learning
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A. User Interface 

User Interface represent how our mobile apps will look to 

user. The Dialog flow API which would be used for rendering 

chat conversation. FIREBASE API. This chat interface takes 

the input as voice in process it in speech to text format and 

Gives the response as text to speech. Text to speech and 

speech to text functions are used to make virtual assistant 

more realistic 

B. Middleware 

To connect our app with real-time database we are using 

firebase API and services which contains TCP and UDP 

protocols which connects our app with firebase server. This 

component handles the requests and responses from android 

app and enables the call to Firebase server API in the Firebase 

Cloud. It also handles any communication with other 

applications such as for making call we are taking permission 

from contacts and dialer app. 

C. Backend (Firebase API’s) 

These are the Firebase API’s that are hosted on Firebase 

Cloud. These API’s are invoked by ourAndroid app. Face 

detection, face recognition, object recognition, barcode 

scanner and more function are perform using backend and 

this API 

 
Fig. 5: Virtual Assistant System Architecture 

V. CONCLUSION 

The goal of this research paper is to make a complete virtual 

assistant and provide the better image processing using 

artificial intelligence. By using neural network we can 

program trigger points like brain so make android app more 

intelligent AND PREDICT the correct answer with more than 

89% accuracy rate. By doing so we achieved a personal 

assistant for blind people which act like human and the state-

of result on the dataset. We also use the exercise this system 

with real time SCENARIO CAN be able to obtain the correct 

label. 

We integrated Tensor Flow, dialogs flow and 

firebase in Android studio to train our model. And it is 

deployed for Android platform. 
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